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1.1 Stockport is a successful borough in the 

south of Greater Manchester, with an 

impressive array of local businesses, well 

educated residents and high quality 

housing. It  has proven itself to be a town 

in which companies can grow and 

flourish and Stockport’s Economic 

Development Strategy seeks to ensure 

that we build on these strengths, whilst 

addressing any challenges that may 

impact on future development.  

1.2    In the current uncertain economic times, 

Stockport needs a strong strategic 

direction to build on its past 

accomplishments and to meet future 

challenges. It is also important that the 

borough continues to address the 

worklessness and skills issues in its 

deprived neighbourhoods in a 

coordinated and effective manner. The 

Economic Strategy provides Stockport 

Economic Alliance with a blueprint for 

addressing these issues and moving the 

borough forward to a more prosperous 

future. 

1.3 The new strategy has a five year lifetime, 

operating from 2012 to 2017. It is 

important that the strategy continues to 

reflect the current business climate in 

Stockport in order to maintain its 

effectiveness and address newly 

emerging challenges. Throughout the 

strategy’s lifetime periodic reviews will be 

undertaken to ensure that its direction 

and actions remain meaningful and 

relevant. This is particularly important in 

the current economic climate, which is 

still highly uncertain and likely to change 

significantly over the coming years.  

1.4 New Economy Manchester worked 

closely with Stockport Council and 

Stockport Economic Alliance to produce 

its Local Economic Assessment (LEA), 

and have used this as a detailed 

evidence base upon which to develop a 

new Economic Development Strategy 

and Action Plan. 

1.5 The LEA confirmed the important role 

Stockport has played in the economic 

growth and development of Greater 

Manchester. The previous strategy – 

overseen by Stockport Economic 

Alliance and adopted and implemented 

by Stockport Council – has provided 

direction and strategic vision that has 

helped to guide success in economic 

development over the last decade. 

1.6 That last decade was characterised by a 

period of sustained economic growth and 

public expenditure which is not forecast 

to be replicated over the coming decade. 

New Greater Manchester structures are 

also evolving, in the form of the Local 

Economic Partnership (LEP) and 

Combined Authority (CA) that will 

influence how economic development 

activity is carried out within Stockport and 

across Greater Manchester. This will 

require new ways of working but will also 

provide opportunities to work in different 

and collaborative ways, and to deliver the 

1. Introduction 
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efficiency savings needed if economic 

development is to remain effective under 

the new tighter fiscal regime. 

1.7 Building upon the LEA analysis and in-

depth consultation with Stockport 

Economic Alliance and senior executives 

and members of Stockport Council, New 

Economy Manchester has worked 

closely with the Economic Development 

and Regeneration Programmes Service 

to produce a new strategy. This new 

Economic Development Strategy 

identifies the further opportunities for 

Stockport to contribute to Greater 

Manchester’s growth and recovery from 

recession, whilst also tackling the 

socioeconomic issues faced by residents 

of its priority areas. The new strategy is 

fundamentally driven by local needs and 

opportunities, but fully aligns with and 

supports the wider aims of Greater 

Manchester. 

1.8 Whilst the strategy is overseen by 

Stockport Economic Alliance, the 

Economic Development Team at 

Stockport Council will be responsible for 

monitoring its delivery and performance.  

A 2 year strategic action plan is in place, 

aimed at addressing the priorities 

identified in the strategy, and will be 

reviewed on a regular basis. The 

success of the strategy will be measured 

against a series of indicators agreed by 

Stockport Economic Alliance and  

periodic reviews of the objectives and 

priorities in the strategy, and action plan, 

will be undertaken to ensure they remain 

relevant and sufficiently challenging 

throughout the 5 year life of the 

document.  
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“For Stockport to build on its position as a 

growth economy in Greater Manchester, 

connecting its residents and businesses to 

more opportunities, and providing an ideal 

environment to start, grow and locate a 

business.” 

2.1 The strategic vision of the Stockport 

strategy is based on the need to reflect 

the key aspects of economic 

development in the borough. These 

include: 

• Stockport’s location within 

Greater Manchester Stockport has 

a rich heritage as the historical 

driving force of the industrial 

revolution and as the site of a 

remarkable renaissance from the 

late 1990s onwards. Stockport is a 

crucial part of Greater Manchester, 

providing many of the skilled workers 

and successful knowledge intensive 

businesses that help to power its 

continued success. 

• Stockport as a unique location. 

The place aspect of this strategy is 

highly important, helping to capitalise 

on Stockport’s distinctive attributes 

and assets. One of the most 

important aspects of the strategy is 

distinguishing Stockport as a location 

that is attractive to people, 

businesses and investors. 

• Stockport’s residents. Perhaps the 

greatest asset for the borough is the 

high skills levels of its residents, who 

support economic growth across the 

whole of Greater Manchester. The 

large number of successful, skilled, 

high earning residents in the 

borough is also a draw for 

businesses looking for suitable 

locations. Skilled residents are also 

more likely to create their own 

businesses, helping to stimulate the 

local economy.  

• Stockport’s businesses. The 

borough already has a good stock of 

successful businesses which need to 

be supported alongside efforts to 

foster entrepreneurship and attract 

new businesses. Enabling existing 

businesses to grow and develop 

through support and infrastructure is 

an important aspect of this work. 

Stockport also has several large 

employers who provide a significant 

amount of employment to the 

borough who need to be retained in 

the borough in order to ensure future 

success.  

2.2 The strategic vision has also been 

formulated to address the economic 

challenges that face Stockport over the 

next five years. With the current climate 

of economic uncertainty, it is important 

that the strategic outlook of the borough 

takes these issues into account, as well 

as the opportunities that are on offer. 

These challenges include: 

2. Vision 
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• High-growth business in 

Stockport. Overall Stockport 

performs well in business terms, with 

a diverse range of sectors, large 

number of start-ups and a high rate 

of business survival. Nevertheless, it 

lags behind the rest of Greater 

Manchester in terms of the 

proportion of high-growth businesses 

within the local economy. It is 

important that SMEs in Stockport are 

encouraged to grow and develop 

within the borough in order create 

more employment for the future.  

• Quality of the office offer. 

Stockport Town Centre is an 

important part of the South 

Manchester office market and is a 

destination of choice for many 

employers. However, the majority of 

the current office stock and limited 

number of high quality new premises 

fails to meet the requirements of 

many businesses considering 

relocation. High quality out of town 

office parks have enabled 

investment and growth in the 

borough over the past 10-15 years 

but such developments are unlikely 

to be replicated during the life of this 

strategy. The town centre is seen as 

crucial to meeting the future 

demands of office occupiers. 

• Town centre. The Town Centre 

remains an economic focal point for 

the borough, and while district 

centres and business parks across 

Stockport are thriving, the Town 

Centre has yet to live up to its 

potential. Improving the offer within 

the Town Centre is likely to be one of 

the key challenges for Stockport over 

the next five years. 

• Worklessness. While Stockport has 

one of the highest rates of 

employment in Greater Manchester, 

there are still deprived areas of the 

borough where worklessness 

remains an issue.  With the current 

unstable economic climate and 

changes to benefit regulations it is 

important that Stockport continues to 

address the issue of worklessness in 

the borough.   

• Skills. Stockport’s highly skilled 

residents are one of its key 

strengths, providing the vital element 

for successful businesses in the 

borough and across Greater 

Manchester. However, there are still 

a significant number of people who 

have low levels of qualifications in 

deprived neighbourhoods across the 

borough. Improving the skills of 

these residents will be a crucial issue 

for Stockport to address over the 

next five years.  
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3.1 This strategy is based on an in-depth 

understanding of Stockport’s economy, 

which was provided by the Stockport and 

Greater Manchester Local Economic 

Assessments. A summary of key findings 

is included within this chapter but for a 

more detailed analysis of the local and 

Greater Manchester economies please 

refer to: 

3.2 Stockport benefits from a position as one 

of the most successful local authority 

areas in Greater Manchester. Situated in 

the south of the Greater Manchester 

conurbation, the borough sits along side 

Trafford and Bury as key contributors to 

Greater Manchester’s success. Stockport 

also benefits from its proximity to 

Manchester city centre and high levels of 

connectivity, with easily available rail 

links to regional centres in the north and 

London to the south. Proximity to 

Manchester Airport also allows 

businesses and residents in Stockport 

benefit from the opportunities provided 

by international trade and investment, 

providing important access to global 

markets. 

3.3 Stockport is one of the most populous 

boroughs in Greater Manchester with 

280,000 residents making up 11% of the 

conurbation’s total population (APS 

2010). The borough also has the second 

largest economically active population in 

Greater Manchester. With 74.4% of 

working age residents in employment, 

the borough performs above the national 

average in terms of jobs. It is also has a 

well-educated population, with 34.7% of 

working age residents possessing a 

degree or higher qualification, well above 

the national average. The borough has a 

high level of productivity, with an 

impressive £17,500 GVA per capita, and 

Stockport residents have 

disproportionately high earnings, with 

average salaries of £25,973 per annum. 

There is also a healthy business base in 

the borough, with 12,100 resident 

businesses, the second highest in 

Greater Manchester (13% of total). 

Place 

3.4 One of the key aspects of Stockport’s 

success is the quality of life offer it 

provides to Greater Manchester’s highest 

skilled residents. Good-quality housing 

stock in areas like Bramhall and Cheadle 

Hulme help to draw talented wealth 

creators into the area, creating 

opportunities for business creation and 

stimulating the local economy.  Low 

levels of crime and good connectivity 

help to make Stockport the area of 

choice for many professional people. 

3.5 The area also plays an important role in 

the South Manchester office market, 

providing high-quality office space in out-

of-town sites like Cheadle Royal. 

However, this does not currently extend 

3. Economic Context 

http://neweconomymanchester.com/
stories/1424-local_economic_assessment 
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to Stockport town centre, which lacks 

available grade A office space to attract 

employers and is unable to provide good-

quality retail to capitalise on the potential 

spending power of Stockport’s more 

affluent residents. The recent relocation 

of BSkyB into grade A St Peter’s Square 

in Stockport town centre, and the location 

of Stockport Council into grade A Fred 

Perry House, illustrates the demand for 

high-quality office space if this is 

developed. The key is unlocking these 

developments in the current financial 

climate. 

Business 

3.6 Another key strength of the borough is its 

ability to maintain an extensive and 

diverse business base, with a similar 

composition to that found at the core of 

the conurbation. Growing sectors like 

advanced manufacturing, business 

services and creative and digital are all 

present in Stockport and will provide 

increasing opportunities in the future. 

Reliance on public sector in Stockport is 

proportionally low, compared to the 

national average; whilst the private 

sector is forecast to experience strong 

growth over the coming decade, once the 

UK economy overall begins to pick up 

again. 

3.7 However, Stockport lags behind the rest 

of Greater Manchester in terms of high-

growth SMEs. This small sector of 

businesses provides a disproportionate 

amount of employment growth and 

Stockport has a low proportion of these 

firms, despite having a large number of 

SMEs. This indicates that the borough is 

not currently fulfilling its potential in this 

area and harnessing these opportunities 

could provide a large number of new 

employment opportunities for its 

residents.  

3.8 Stockport has historically been 

successful in attracting large international 

investors that desire out-of-town sites in 

proximity to Manchester Airport, such as 

adidas, Thales, BASF and Umbro/Nike. 

The recently announced Manchester 

Airport City Enterprise Zone development 

may impact upon this element of the 

borough’s offer, but conversely should 

also create major business and 

employment opportunities for Stockport’s 

firms and residents. The overall net 

impact for Stockport is forecast to be 

strongly positive but the borough may 

see some shifts in the location of 

employment over the coming decade. 

3.9 Stockport has an industrial profile that is 

highly similar to that of Manchester city 

centre, indicating that it has the raw 

materials to stimulate economic growth 

at a similar rate to Manchester. 

Moreover, the combination of sectors 

present in Stockport is one that is likely 

to benefit from agglomeration 

economies, which will be a further driver 

for growth. Key sectors in Stockport 

include: 

• Financial and Professional Services 

– this includes financial services, 

banking, legal and accountancy, and 

the broader business services sector 

• Creative and Digital Industries – this 

includes ICT services, media, 

entertainment, new media and other 

similar industries 

• Construction  

• Retail  

• Low Carbon 
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3.10 Sectors like Financial and Professional 

Services provide a source of jobs for high 

skilled, high earning residents, whilst also 

supporting employment in lower level 

jobs. Retail and Construction provide 

more entry level jobs, allowing for a good 

mix of employment opportunities for 

Stockport residents. Creative and Digital 

Industries are likely to be increasingly 

important in the future, as they are a key 

component of the knowledge-intensive 

business sector, which is widely 

regarded as being the driving force of the 

economy in the coming years, as 

traditional manufacturing continues to 

decline.  Forecast sector growth over the 

next ten years is illustrated in the figure 

below.  

3.11 The March 2010 Innovas report into the 

low carbon sector in Greater Manchester 

identified Stockport as a key centre of 

employment. The borough has the 

second highest concentration of 

employment in low carbon environmental 

goods & services in Greater Manchester, 

with 4,880 people employed in the 

sector. Overall Stockport accounts for 

13.9% of low carbon employment in 

Greater Manchester, indicating the 

importance of the borough for the 

development of this growth sector in the 

future.  

3.12 The figure above, right shows that high 

value occupations like managers and 

senior officials will see substantial growth 

over the next 10 years. Sales and 

customer service will also see a high 

level of growth in Stockport, as will 

associate professional and technical 

occupations. Employment growth is likely 

to be higher in Greater Manchester as a 

whole because Stockport already has 

high levels of employment compared to 

the rest of the conurbation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Greater Manchester Forecas�ng Model 2010  
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People 

3.13 Stockport is also home to a productive 

and highly skilled workforce, which 

provides a vital stock of skills for 

businesses within the conurbation core 

and elsewhere in Greater Manchester as 

well as Stockport’s own business base. 

By its nature this attracts significant 

commuting flows from outside the area.  

3.14 The figure on page 9 shows Stockport’s 

main travel to work flows with Greater 

Manchester and neighbouring local 

authorities. It illustrates the 

interdependent nature of the relationship 

between Stockport and Manchester – 

identified in the Work Foundation’s City 

Relationships study – with the borough 

providing 30,200 employees to 

Manchester, whilst also importing a large 

amount of employment from Manchester 

(11,700 employees). In total almost 40% 

of Stockport’s workforce commute from 

surrounding areas and almost 50% of 

residents commute out of the borough. A 

large number of Stockport’s residents 

work in Macclesfield, with 9,000 people 

travelling to work in the neighbouring 

borough. Tameside has high levels of 

commuting into Stockport, with 10,000 

Tameside residents travelling to work in 

the borough. There is also a significant 

level of commuting to Trafford and 

Salford from Stockport.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Growth forecasts for occupa�ons in Stockport and Greater Manchester 

 

Source: Greater Manchester Forecasting Model 2010  
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3.15 The borough has relatively high levels of 

employment, with 74.4% of the working-

age population in employment in 2010. 

By comparison, Greater Manchester as a 

whole had only 66.9% employment. 

However, employment in the borough is 

still significantly lower than at the height 

of the economic boom in 2006, when 

78.1% of Stockport’s working age 

population were employed.  

3.16 Stockport also has a proportionally low 

number of benefit claimants with 11% of 

working-age residents claiming out-of-

work benefits compared to the Greater 

Manchester average of 15.6%.  

3.17 One of the key factors behind Stockport’s 

economic success is the borough’s large 

number of highly skilled residents. Over 

one third (34.7%) of Stockport’s working-

age residents are qualified to degree 

level or equivalent – above the Greater 

Manchester average (28.1%), and higher 

than all other Greater Manchester 

districts except for Trafford (37.6%).  

3.18 Stockport also has a low level of 

residents without qualifications compared 

to the rest of Greater Manchester. 8.1% 

of Stockport’s working age population 

possess no qualifications, compared to 

12.8% in Greater Manchester and 11.6% 

in the UK as a whole.  

3.19 The occupational structure of 

employment for Stockport residents 

reflects the high level of skills of its 

residents. The largest occupation group 

in the borough is managers and senior 

officials (18.3%), whilst process, plant 

and machine operatives (6.2%) make up 

the smallest proportion of employees.  
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3.20 However, there remain areas of significant 

 deprivation, for example Brinnington ward 

 has the second highest unemployment 

 rate in Greater Manchester. Residents in 

 these areas struggle to connect with 

 employment opportunities both  within and 

 outside the borough and have lower 

 employability attributes and a lower skill 

 profile  than the rest of the borough.  
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The Stockport Economic Development 
Strategy 2002  - 2012 
4.1 The previous Stockport Economic 

Development Strategy ran for 10 years 

between 2002 and 2012. Its five main 

aims were:  

• To develop and improve the fabric of 

the Town Centre and District Centres 

- the need to create vibrant, thriving 

and dynamic centres where people 

live, work, visit, eat and shop is key 

to Stockport's economic 

development strategy  

• To support enterprise, innovation 

and competitiveness – by facilitating 

economic growth and encouraging 

entrepreneurship in Stockport the 

competitiveness and performance of 

local businesses will be enhanced  

• To promote Stockport as an 

attractive visitor and business 

location – promoting Stockport to 

both visitors and companies will 

encourage new investment into the 

town  

• To improve skills and employability – 

removing the barriers to employment 

which exist in a number of areas as 

well as improving the access to 

employment and training 

opportunities not only benefits local 

residents and employers but is also 

key to ensuring that all local 

residents can share in future 

successes  

• To develop transport solutions – 

ensuring that transport and 

communications networks offer first 

class access in and around 

Stockport  

4.2 The strategy underpinned a variety of 

successful interventions and 

achievements, including: 

• Inward investment to Stockport 

creating and safeguarding over 

11,000 jobs and totalling over £174 

million investment (2002 – 2010)  

• The development of the successful 

Cheadle Royal Business Park, 

creating 660,000 sq. ft. of head office 

space and of Kings Reach Business 

Park and S:Park within in the M60 

Gateway. 

• Regeneration of the historic areas of 

Stockport Town Centre, including 

new retail, residential and leisure 

space and new developments such 

as the grade A office space at St 

Peter’s Square, occupied by BSkyB. 

• The establishment of business start-

up initiatives, including specialist 

support for women start-ups, the 

over 50s and market traders.  

• The support of enterprise and 

innovation through a range of 

business support services, business 

sector networks and local 

procurement events.  

4. Strategic Context 
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• The development and growth of a 

business incubator facility at 

Broadstone Mill, Reddish.  

• The development of the Stockport 

Into Work initiative which helped 

over 100 people move from Income 

Support/Incapacity Benefit back 

into employment.  

• Around 560 Future Jobs Fund 
placements created in Stockport for 
unemployed young people. 

 

http://neweconomymanchester.com/
stories/842-greater_manchester_strategy 

The Greater Manchester Strategy 2009 
4.3 More broadly, the August 2009 Greater 

Manchester Strategy (GMS) provides 

the strategic direction for economic 

development across Greater 

Manchester as a whole. Each objective 

in the Stockport Economic Development 

Strategy relates to one or more of the 

eleven priorities set out in the GMS. The 

priorities are: 

• Early Years 

• Better Life Chances 

• The Highly Skilled 

• Attracting Talent 

• Transport 

• Economic Base 

• International Connectivity 

• A Low Carbon Economy 

• The Housing Market 

• Effective Governance 

• Sense of Place 

4.4 The GMS was adopted by a partnership 

that included the Association of Greater 

Manchester Authorities and key public 

sector agencies, a series of strategic 

commissions, a Business Leadership 

Council, and the family of agencies 

across Greater Manchester. 
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The Greater Manchester Local Transport 
Plan  

4.5 The Greater Manchester Third Transport 
 Plan runs from April 2011, its objectives 
 are: 

 

• To ensure the transport network 

supports the Greater Manchester 

economy, improving the life 

chances of residents and the 

success of business. 

• To ensure carbon emissions from 

transport are reduced in line with 

UK Government targets in order to 

minimise the impact of climate 

change. 

• To ensure the transport system 

facilitates active, healthy lifestyles 

and a reduction in the number of 

casualties; and that other adverse 

health impacts are minimised. 

• To ensure the design and 

maintenance of the transport 

network and provision of services 

supports sustainable 

neighbourhoods and public spaces 

and provides equality of transport 

opportunities. 

• To maximise value for money in the 

provision and maintenance of 

transport infrastructure and 

services. 

The Stockport Local Implementation Plan 
outlines Stockport’s role and intentions in 
terms of delivering the Local Transport 
Plan 3 over the next five years. 

 

http://www.tfgm.com/ltp3 

The Stockport Core Strategy 2011 
4.6 The Core Strategy forms a crucial 

element of the Local Development 

Framework (planning document), setting 

an overall strategy and vision as well as 

establishing the broad aims and 

objectives for the use of land in 

Stockport. 

4.7 Economic development forms one of the 

objectives of the recent Stockport Core 

Strategy (March 2011), which sets out 

several key aims for Stockport in the 

future, including: 

• Supporting economic development 

and regeneration in accessible 

locations, with particular emphasis 

upon further developing key 

economic growth sectors. 

• Developing Stockport Town Centre 

as the principal focus for 

employment in the office, retail 

leisure and service sectors. 

• Focusing office development also 

within the M60 Gateway, with other 

development in and around district 

centres and on existing 

employment areas in order to 

create a sustainable economy 

within the Borough. 

• Allocating and protecting 

appropriate land for industrial and 

warehousing uses in locations such 

as Bredbury Industrial Estate and 

other sites with good transport 

connections.  

• Ensuring that the jobs which are 

created within the borough are 

accessible to the maximum number 

of the borough’s residents, through 

appropriate provision of 

employment sites, transport, 

education and skills training and 
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other services, in particular within 

the Neighbourhood Renewal 

Priority Areas. 

 

The Stockport Strategy 2020 
4.8 The Stockport Strategy 2020 sets out a 

vision for the future of Stockport over 

the next 10 years, providing a strategic 

direction for the development of the 

Borough by the Stockport Partnership. 

The Community strategy aims to take 

Stockport from being an excellent 

borough to an exceptional one, focusing 

on four key priorities: 

• A thriving Stockport 

• A safer, stronger Stockport 

• A healthy Stockport 

• A greener Stockport 

4.9 The thriving Stockport priority is 

particularly relevant to the goals of the 

economic strategy and has some key 

elements which will help to drive the 

focus of this strategy. These are: 

• The need for a competitive 

economy with a diverse business 

base which attracts high earning 

sectors and supports high 

employment across sectors and 

skill levels. 

• A vibrant Town Centre 

complemented by individual district 

centres which are well used by 

residents and well served by retail, 

leisure and cultural facilities. 

• An educated population benefiting 

from high quality educational 

facilities. 

• An enterprising culture with a high 

level of innovative business start 

ups and social enterprises by local 

people and partners. 

http://www.stockport.gov.uk/services/
environment/planningbuilding/planningpolicy/

ldf 

http://www.stockportpartnership.org.uk/
community_strategy.html 
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Adult Education, Skills and Employment 
Strategy and Action Plan 2010  

4.10 The Adult Education, Skills and 

Employment Partnership is responsible 

for maintaining a strategy and action 

plan which sets out Stockport’s vision for 

the future of the borough. The strategy 

has two main priorities, each of which 

has its own set of objectives. The 

priorities are set in response to the 

needs for borough, its residents and 

businesses, and the Greater Manchester 

Economy. They are also intended to 

take account of the changing landscape 

in terms of policy, resources and 

governance as well as the continuing 

impact of the global and national 

economic downturn. The priorities and 

objectives are: 

 

Strategic Priority 1 - To help to reduce 
levels of worklessness in the 
borough.  Through planning and co-
ordinating support for employment, skills 
and adult education programmes.   

 

• Reduce levels of worklessness in 

Stockport’s most deprived 

neighbourhoods (priority areas) and 

individuals.  

• Minimise youth unemployment (16 - 

24 year olds). 

• Reduce numbers of Stockport 

residents reliant on out of work 

benefits. 

Strategic Priority 2 - To meet the future 
demand for skills and learning from 
individuals and employers in Stockport 
and the sub region.  

• Through influencing and supporting 

the planning and delivery of the 

local adult skills offer. Ensure skills 

training and adult education 

provision evolves to meet the 

changing skills needs of employers, 

employees and adult leaners. 

• Increase the percentage of adult 

residents achieving basic skills 

qualifications and employability 

attributes / outcomes, particularly 

within priority neighbourhoods.  

• Ensure skills and learning provision 

is supports learners to move up the 

skills ladder, particularly onto level 3 

and higher skills. 

 

4.11 The Adult Skills and Employment Action 

Plan is fundamental to the success of 

the Economic Development Strategy 

and the two must continue to be aligned 

in order to ensure local people are 

sufficiently qualified and experienced to 

take advantage of future employment 

opportunities. 
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The Stockport Town Centre Prospectus  

4.12 The Town Centre Prospectus 

(published in March 2011) provides a 

clear vision for the future development 

of the Town Centre. It establishes the 

basis for Stockport Council and 

partners to take forward the 

recommendations made by the Town 

Centre Action Plan (2009). 

4.13 The Prospectus has a targeted vision 

which sets out the key areas for 

improvement in the Town Centre. 

Highlighted objectives include: 

• Stockport Station becoming a 

business hub, delivering new 

business on the town centre’s 

doorstep. 

• Introducing new market led 

residential property into the town 

centre. 

• A wider range of retail, leisure, 

office and residential uses to 

attract a wider catchment and 

socio-demographic from 

Stockport’s hinterland. 

• Changing the nature of the indoor / 

outdoor market offer so that it can 

compete more effectively. 

• Introducing a quality hotel offer into 

the town centre. 

• The creation of improved / 

increased leisure space to attract 

families to the town centre.  

• Improved quality and operation of 

town centre car parking and public 

transport services. 

• Creation of attractive pedestrian 

circuits to link the centre and 

remove barrier effects. 

• A range of environmental works to 

the A6 to improve the quality and 

first impressions of Stockport Town 

Centre.  
http://www.stockport.gov.uk/vision 

• Drawing the whole town centre 

community together by improving 

links to the Town Hall and Stockport 

College.  

• Implementing the low carbon town 

centre environment.  

4.14 The Prospectus also identifies ten 

priority projects spread across five 

different areas of the Town Centre, 

which are shown below: 

• The Retail Core:  

∗ Merseyway 

∗ Bridgefield 

∗ Knightsbridge 

• The Marketplace and Underbanks 

∗ Market Place 

∗ St Peters Square and St 

Petersgate 

∗ Underbanks and Lower 

Hillgate 

• The A6 Office Quarter 

∗ Station Gateway 

∗ The A6 Corridor 

• Covent Garden Village 

∗ Covent Garden Village 

• A Low Carbon Town Centre 

∗ Town Centre Heat Network 

 

4.15 The Town Centre Prospectus has a vital 

role to play in the delivery of the 

Economic Development Strategy. 

Stockport Town Centre is a key priority 

for the strategy, both as a site of 

economic opportunity and also as an 

area which is at the heart of many of the 

challenges that Stockport faces in the 

future. The Town Centre Prospectus 

provides a more detailed blueprint for 

delivering the Town Centre focused 

objectives in the Place section of the 

Economic Development Strategy. 
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Stockport Housing Strategy: A Good Place 
to Live (2010 –2015) 

 

4.16 The provision of good quality housing 

choices for residents is a key 

commitment for Stockport Council. “A 

Good Place to Live”, sets out the 

strategic objectives to meet this aim, 

setting out the plan for housing in 

Stockport over the next five years. The 

Housing Strategy’s vision is defined by 

eleven aspects which are outlined 

below: 

• The simple summary of the 

objectives of the strategy are:  

• To ensure that everyone has a 

place to live in Stockport:  

• That they choose to live in  

• That is in good condition  

• In which they feel safe  

• That contributes towards keeping 

them healthy  

• That achieves as low a carbon 

footprint as possible  

• That they can afford to live in  

• In which they feel part of the 

community  

• In which people get appropriate 

support to be able to live 

independently, successfully, if they 

are vulnerable  

• Where they can access the 

amenities they need.  

4.17 The Strategy has nine different priorities 

grouped under the themes of Quantity, 

Quality and People as shown below: 

1. Quantity  

• To meet the need and aspirations 

for accommodation, deliver choice, 

and facilitate economic growth.  

• To provide more affordable 

housing.  

2. Quality  

• To improve the condition of housing 

in the Borough.  

• To facilitate regeneration, 

improvement and investment in 

targeted neighbourhoods.  

• To provide more sustainable 

housing.  

3. People  

• To provide accommodation choice 

and to help to match the need and 

aspirations of residents to the 

housing offer.  

• To ensure that equality and 

diversity is integral to all service 

delivery.  

• To ensure that community 

engagement is integral to all service 

delivery.  

• To ensure that social inclusion is 

integral to all service delivery. 

4.18 Good quality housing is one of the most 

important assets for Stockport, providing 

accommodation for its highly skilled 

residents and attracting businesses and 

new talent into the area. The Stockport 
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Housing Strategy is an important part of 

building on this strength in order to 

ensure greater economic prosperity for 

the future. The Housing Strategy helps 

to deliver the objectives in the Place 

section of the Economic Development 

Strategy. 

The Stockport Visitor Strategy Action Plan 
2007 - 2012 

4.19 The Stockport Visitor Strategy Action 

Plan aims to build on Stockport’s past 

success, whilst improving the visitor 

experience of the borough to provide a 

greater draw to future visitors. The 

Strategy’s vision articulates the key 

themes of the document:  

• A competitive, distinctive retail 

destination that maintains a strong 

position in the sub-regions retail 

hierarchy.  

• A town centre with a historic core 

that is promoted as such, building 

on the existing assets to create a 

leisure resource that appeals to 

visitors and is treasured by local 

residents.  

• A food and drink offer that is an 

important component of the leisure 

experience, with cafes, bars and 

restaurants generating vibrancy and 

ambience and encouraging visitors 

to spend time and money.  

• An historic core, including the 

Market that is the primary location 

for events, street animation, 

festivals and special markets.  

• Development of a high quality, 

family entertainment destination 

anchored by a cluster of mid and 

upper range branded eateries.  

• Creation of a vibrant town centre 

square, where people can meet, eat 

and for major events to take place.  

• Development of the visitor appeal of 

Marple, Bramhall and Cheadle as 

attractive, safe, places, with 

independent shops and eateries. 

http://www.stockport.gov.uk/services/housing/

housingdocuments/housingstrategies/

privatesectorhousingstrategy   
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4.20 The strategy aims to achieve the vision 

by concentrating on 8 key aims which 

will help improve Stockport’s 

performance. The Strategy’s aims are: 

• Enhancing the existing tourism 

product in Stockport.  

• Developing new tourism products 

for Stockport.  

• Attracting new visitors to Stockport.  

• Improving visitor services in 

Stockport.  

• Improving the visitor infrastructure 

in Stockport including improving 

accessibility to Stockport's tourism 

offer.  

• Ensuring Stockport offers quality 

products and services.  

• Branding Stockport to increase 

visitor appeal.  

• Engaging with partners to improve 

Stockport's tourism offer. 

4.21 With its location on the southern edge of 

Greater Manchester and many tourist 

attractions, Stockport has the potential 

to attract greater number of tourists and 

day visitors. The tourism sector in 

Stockport could provide a significant 

number of new opportunities for 

Stockport residents in the future, 

reducing worklessness and creating new 

businesses. The Stockport Visitor 

Strategy has an important role to play in 

supporting and developing this sector 

and links in with the objectives in the 

Place section of the Economic 

Development Strategy  

 

Better Life Chances in Priority 
Neighbourhoods  

4.22 The Stockport Better Life Chances 

Strategy aims to improve the quality of 

life in priority neighbourhoods in 

Stockport through partnership working 

and targeting resources. Priority 

neighbourhoods are designated through 

their high position in the Index of 

Deprivation and represent 

concentrations of  residents who are 

more likely to be workless, have health 

issues and lower life chances.  

4.23 The Strategy focuses on the following 

Priority 1 areas for neighbourhood 

renewal as the most deprived 

neighbourhoods in Stockport.  

• Adswood and Bridgehall 

• Brinnington  

• Lancashire Hill and Heaton Norris 

• Central 

• Offerton  

4.24 Using findings from the Indices of 

Deprivation 2007, the strategy highlights 

deprivation relating to the following 

cross cutting issues as of particular 

importance: 

• Employment  

• Health and disability 

• Education, skills and training  

4.25    The key issues will be addressed 

through 9 strategic priorities which 

address a range of aspects of 

deprivation in priority neighbourhoods. 

The objectives are:     

• Safer places to live 

• Stronger local communities 

• Improved outcomes for children and 

young people 

• Good quality local environment 
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• Quality housing and housing 

services 

• Improved economic well-being for 

local people 

• Better health and mental well-being 

for local people 

• Improved quality of life for older 

people 

 

 4.26 Worklessness is one of the key 

challenges that faces Stockport in the 

future, and it is largely concentrated 

within a few priority neighbourhoods in 

the borough. In the current challenging 

economic environment, the Better Life 

Chances Strategy, which is being 

delivered through a Neighbourhood 

Management approach, will be 

increasingly important in helping to 

address the key economic issue of 

worklessness and to increase the life 

chances of Stockport’s residents. The 

Better Life Chances Strategy links in 

with the worklessness objectives in the 

People section of the Economic 

Development Strategy. 
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5.1 Stockport Economic Development 

Strategy has been organised around 

three central themes, developed in the 

Stockport LEA, which help to define 

Stockport’s economy and provide a 

logical framework to address the key 

issues for Stockport’s economy: 

• Business – there is a need to 

include consideration of where future 

growth will come from; how existing 

activity can be made higher value; 

how to support enterprise and 

inward investment; how to ensure 

sustainable development; and how 

to maximise Stockport’s 

complementary offer to Greater 

Manchester, particularly the 

conurbation core. 

• Place – concentrates its attention on 

the offer in the town and district 

centres and other development sites, 

with a particular emphasis upon 

raising quality in the town centre. It 

also needs to consider 

communication and transport 

networks, housing, and other 

infrastructure as an enabler of 

growth.  

• People – is focused around the two 

main themes of how to best harness 

the borough’s skilled workforce for 

growth; whilst also improving the 

economic and life chance of its 

residents in priority areas. 

 It is important to recognise that these 

issues are interlinked and interrelated 

parts of a whole and cannot be 

considered in silos. In particular, the 

Town Centre was consistently raised 

within the consultations as a key issue 

for Stockport within all these themes and 

as such clearly sits at the heart of the 

strategy. 

  

5. The Strategy 
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5.2 Business 

Stockport has a proportionally large number of 

businesses, and is strong in a number of key 

growth sectors, including business services, 

advanced manufacturing and the Creative and 

Digital Industries. The borough is also the 

location of choice for a number of major 

international companies, such as adidas, 

McVities, Nike/Reebok, MAN Diesel and Thales, 

which offer a diverse range of employment 

opportunities. 

Stockport has shown strong and consistent 

private sector growth over the past decade, and 

on this basis is forecast to recover from 

recession and return to growth more strongly 

over the coming decade than most other parts of 

Greater Manchester. The borough is less reliant 

on public sector employment than the UK 

average, and therefore less vulnerable to cuts in 

the public sector than other parts of the 

conurbation. As such, Stockport has the 

potential to act as a driver of employment growth 

for its own residents and Greater Manchester as 

a whole over the coming decade. 

However, despite performing strongly in a 

Greater Manchester context, Stockport 

compares more poorly against similar economic 

areas elsewhere in the UK. For example, on the 

UK Competitiveness Index1 whilst Stockport is 

second in Greater Manchester it ranks only 126th 

out of 379 local authorities. By contrast, Trafford, 

the strongest performing district in Greater 

Manchester and indeed the North of England as 

a whole ranks 67th, comparable with peer cities 

such as Bristol. The reasons for this gap lie 

particularly within the structure of the business 

base and its productivity, rather than Stockport’s 

labour force, which comparatively performs 

more strongly. 

5.2.1 Key Issues/Challenges 

• Stockport has proved attractive to large 

businesses because of its connectivity, 

labour force and diverse premises offer 

across the borough. However many of 

these large businesses are foreign-owned, 

and decisions about investment are made 

internationally, often in competition against 

subsidiaries of the same company in other 

countries. The challenge therefore for 

Stockport is to retain and ultimately grow 

its existing large businesses, whilst 

continuing to attract new foreign and UK 

investment into the borough. 

• The success of speculative developments 

such as the BAM Building in the town 

centre, and out-of-town centres, such as 

Cheadle Royal, demonstrate the demand 

for high-quality office space within 

Stockport. However, the overall quality of 

the office offer in the borough is 

considered to be secondary rather than 

prime quality, meaning that not enough 

high-quality office occupiers are attracted 

or retained within Stockport despite its 

strengths as a business location. 

 

1R. Huggins and P. Thomson UK Competitiveness Index 
2010, Centre for International Competitiveness, Cardiff 
School of Management, University of Wales Institute, 
Cardiff 
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• Stockport has a significant small business 

base and good start-up and survival rates 

for new businesses. However, the LEA 

identified that, given the size of  its 

economy, Stockport had relatively fewer 

high-growth businesses2 than other 

Greater Manchester boroughs (though 

absolute numbers are third highest in the 

conurbation). The precise reasons for this 

are not fully understood, and warrant 

additional research, but appear to be partly 

related to the premises offer of the 

borough and its quality of life attractions.  

• As a location of choice for skilled people 

within Greater Manchester, it is natural 

that many new businesses will start-up in 

the area, whether at or close to home. 

Inevitably many of these businesses will 

be ‘lifestyle’ businesses not looking for 

high growth, but also the borough is home 

to residents with professional skills that 

maybe particularly conducive to freelance 

or consultancy work that does not 

necessarily result in employment growth. 

Finally, for those businesses that are 

looking to grow, Stockport needs to 

improve its ladder of quality 

accommodation – from incubation through 

grow-on space to the high-quality offer 

noted above – to support this growth. 

• Underpinning this problem is the 

weakness of the town centre, which 

currently lacks the range and quality of 

office space required to support growing 

businesses, and therefore fails to meet its 

potential as a business centre. The current 

offer, and lack of associated leisure and 

hospitality venues, also means the town 

centre is not delivering the high profile 

image for growing businesses that is 

essential for a location of Stockport’s 

status.   This issue is dealt with further 

under the Place theme of the strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2Research by NESTA (October 2009, The Vital 6 per 
cent: How high-growth innovative businesses 
generate prosperity and jobs, http://
www.nesta.org.uk/library/documents/Vital-six-per-
cent-Nov2010-v3.pdf) found that just 6% of ‘high-
growth’ businesses provided over half of new jobs 
created in the economy between 2002 and 2008. 
These firms can generally be defined as SMEs that 
have 20% or more growth in employees or turnover 
per annum over a three-year period. 
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Objective Description  

Objective 1 - 

Attract, retain and 

grow Stockport’s 

large businesses:  

Stockport has a strong base of large, international businesses, including many household 

names, which provide economic strength and profile for the borough. Over the next five 

years, Stockport should work to ensure that its major employers are encouraged and 

supported to grow within the borough. It should work with these existing employers to 

support new investment and growth within Stockport. At the same time, Stockport should 

work to maintain its share of new foreign and UK investment coming into Greater 

Manchester. 

Priorities  

• Short-term Priority: Engage with property agents to provide intelligence about the strength of the 

Stockport offer to support marketing to potential occupiers. 

• Short-term Priority: Streamline key account management for the borough’s large employers, with Stockport 

Economic Alliance acting as a sounding board and overall barometer of business confidence. Build and 

maintain strong relationships with major employers to understand opportunities and challenges as they arise 

and proactively work to  provide solutions. Maintain the pro-business stance established by the Council and 

support growth/investment opportunities as they arise through planning and other channels. 

• Short-term Priority: Take stock of the borough’s current inward investment offer, drawing from recent 

intelligence such as the Greater Manchester Large Sites and Town Centres Study, and how this 

complements the broader Greater Manchester offer, particularly the conurbation core and Airport City. Work 

with MIDAS to provide all necessary support to potential investors to secure location within Stockport. The 

focus should not be exclusively upon high-value investors, but capturing a range of activity that can provide 

employment opportunities at all skills levels.  

Objectives and Outcomes - Business 
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Objective Description  

Objective 2 - 

Improve the quality 

of Stockport’s 

office offer:  

Stockport has a large stock of offices but, particularly in the town centre, the quality of this 

offer does not always match the needs of businesses that might otherwise locate in the 

borough. Over the coming decade, Stockport’s stakeholders should increase grade A office 

space as a proportion of its overall stock, through both refurbishment and new 

development. As a result of this, Stockport’s stakeholders should work to ensure increased 

office occupancy rates. 

Priorities  

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Reassess the complementarity of Stockport’s offer within Greater 

Manchester, repositioning the offer as necessary to maximise the attractiveness of Stockport as a 

business location. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Work to encourage and challenge landlords/managers and business owners 

of existing offices to upgrade their stock. The Council should provide positive support through planning, 

development control, and other channels to refurbishment schemes, including developing Evergreen funding 

bids for marginal propositions. 

• Medium-term Priority: Encourage developers and existing owners to consider development or 

redevelopment of grade A office space through the provision of market intelligence on the potential 

returns of such development. The Council should provide positive support through planning, development 

control, and other channels to development proposals, including developing funding bids for marginal 

propositions. 

Objective Description  

Objective 3 - 

Increase the 

proportion of high-

growth businesses 

within Stockport:  

Stockport has good start-up and survival rates for new businesses, but proportionally fewer 

of these businesses achieve high growth than other parts of Greater Manchester, or leave 

the borough in order to realise high growth. Over the coming decade, Stockport should 

maintain existing start-up rates whilst also increasing the proportion of high-growth  

businesses above the Greater Manchester average from its current below average 

position. 

Priorities  

• Short-term Priority: Ensure the emerging business support offer within Greater Manchester continues to 

meet the needs of Stockport’s new and small businesses. This is an important part of maintaining the current 

high level of business start-ups in the borough.  

• Short-term Priority: Understand the reasons for the gap in high-growth businesses within Stockport, and 

to recommend actions to best bridge this gap. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Enable improved provision of low-cost start-up space within Stockport for 

new businesses/graduates. One opportunity may be to identify an appropriate building within the town 

centre for a cluster of creative/arts graduates; and to work up a low or no-cost proposition for this space as 

an immediate opportunity for business base development and town centre regeneration. 

Objectives and Outcomes - Business 
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5.3 Place 

Overall Stockport performs strongly as a 

borough, and is a prime asset for Greater 

Manchester as a whole. The borough has a 

large number of, and some of Greater 

Manchester’s most attractive residential areas, 

with strong connectivity into the rest of the 

conurbation, particularly Manchester city centre, 

that act as a location of choice for skilled 

employees working in the conurbation.  

Stockport plays a central role in the ‘South 

Manchester’ commercial property market, with 

some of the conurbation’s most attractive and 

successful industrial and office locations, such 

as Cheadle Royal Business Park, Bird Hall Lane 

and Kings Reach Business Park. Stockport town 

centre was also identified within the Greater 

Manchester Large Sites and Town Centres 

Study as the town centre in Greater Manchester 

South with the greatest potential for growth 

because of its critical mass and diversity of offer.  

Stockport town centre is the borough’s central 

and prime employment area, with approximately 

14,000 people employed across a range of 

sectors. It is the most accessible location within 

the borough with excellent rail, bus and road 

infrastructure and a mix of retail, leisure and 

office accommodation.  However, private sector 

investment in the town centre has been limited 

in recent years causing the centre to 

underperform, despite a sustained period of 

strong economic growth.  The town centre’s 

locational attributes are not adequately matched 

by its premises offer limiting its ability to reach its 

potential as a prime office and retail location. 

Opportunities exist to further establish Stockport 

Town Centre as a location of choice for office 

development. The letting of grade A office space 

developed at St Peter’s Square to BSkyB has 

underlined the credentials for further growth. 

The purchase of the Former Royal Mail Sorting 

Office by GMPVF and Grand Central by 

Stockport Council has afforded the opportunity 

for the development of an A6 Corridor Quarter. 

The town centre sits at the heart of this strategy, 

and therefore provides a clear focus and 

direction for specific actions, already outlined in 

the Town Centre Prospectus, that can deliver 

real change for the borough. 

Employment elsewhere in the borough is strong 

with a range of industrial and office parks, such 

as Bramhall Moor Lane in Hazel Grove which is 

home to several international employers (for 

example adidas, MAN Diesel and NXP 

Semiconductors) and almost 2,200 employees.  

There are also several successful employment 

sites located alongside the M60 on the edge of 

Stockport Town Centre.  One of the most 

notable is the Kings Reach Business Park, 

which provides in excess of 150,000 square foot 

of office space. There is significant employment 

on this site, with occupiers such as Co-operative 

Financial Services and CDL. There is a further 

employment concentration near Junction 2 of 

the M60, with Lex and the AA both in this 

location. 
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Bredbury Industrial Estate, also adjacent to the 

M60, has almost 6,000 employees working in 

this area and is the largest industrial estate in 

South Manchester. It offers a range of units as 

well as development opportunities with excellent 

motorway access.  

Bird Hall Lane in Cheadle Heath is another of 

Stockport’s key employment areas, playing host 

to a range of commercial premises. Hercules, 

Orion and Europa Business Parks all located in 

this area houses 4,500 employees in high value 

knowledge intensive roles. This business 

destination is home to a number of national and 

international companies including Emcor, Thales 

Naval, Allied Publicity Services, and Teradyne.  

Existing out of town existing employment 

locations remain significant to Stockport’s 

economy and maintaining their relevance as 

successful, competitive and attractive locations 

is crucial to securing Stockport’s future 

economic growth. For example, a proposed 

mixed-use redevelopment of the former BAE 

Systems’ Woodford site illustrates the potential 

scale of benefits that could be delivered through 

careful redevelopment of existing industrial 

areas.  

Also of importance to Stockport’s economy and 

resident population are the district centres of 

Bramhall, Cheadle, Cheadle Hulme, Edgeley, 

Hazel Grove, Marple, Reddish, and Romiley. 

These centres provide significant employment 

through a supporting retail and business offer, 

and each have their own strong and distinct 

identities. The success of these centres is 

central to Stockport’s appeal as a place to live 

and work. 

 

5.3.1 Strategic Links 

• The town centre is identified as a key 

aspect of economic development 

throughout Stockport’s strategic literature:  

∗ The Stockport Town Centre 

Prospectus provides a vision and 

strategic direction for the future of 

the town centre. The Prospectus 

informs and links to all objectives 

and priorities in this section and 

provides a detailed breakdown of the 

development plans for the town 

centre.  

∗ The Stockport Sustainable 

Community Strategy (The Stockport 

Strategy 2020) identifies a “vibrant 

town centre” as a key priority for the 

borough. 

∗ Employment development in the 

town centre and M60 Gateway is 

one of the priorities in the economic 

development section of the Stockport 

Core Strategy. One of the actions 

recommended is the redevelopment 

of office space which is currently 

underused.  

∗ The importance of the town centres 

aspect of Place is also highlighted in 

the Greater Manchester Strategy 

and the subsequent GM Large Sites 

and Town Centres Study. The latter 

study highlighted the size, diversity 

and importance of Stockport town 

centre, but emphasised its 

underperformance and the need to 

provide a better and more distinctive 

offer if it was to compete over the 

coming decade.  

 

5.3.2 Key Issues/Challenges 

• Despite its many strengths as a location, 

Stockport town centre is perceived to 

suffer from a weak profile and a poor 

‘brand’ image, which undersell its assets to 

businesses and potential investors – the 

poor quality and image of the town centre 
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further detract from the brand. By contrast, 

the ‘Manchester’ brand has proved to be 

strong nationally and internationally, with 

many parts of Stockport’s offer already 

considered to be part of a broader ‘South 

Manchester’ offer (that encompasses 

Trafford, the south of Manchester, and 

Stockport). For external, and particularly 

international, audiences, where Stockport 

has little profile, there remains scope to 

better promote its offer through the far 

stronger (South) Manchester brand. 

Locally, Stockport can be positioned as 

offering the best of Manchester and the 

best of Cheshire. 

• Stockport has a predominance of 

secondary office accommodation that does 

not meet the needs of major occupiers 

seeking new, modern and accessible 

premises. Improvements to the office offer, 

requiring investment and redevelopment, 

along the A6 through the town centre are 

essential to meeting this demand. 

• The retail, hospitality and leisure offer in 

the town centre is in need of improvement. 

Whilst the town centre has a large and 

broad retail offer – and is attracting new 

investment – it is currently catering for the 

lower end of the market, and is no longer 

matching the mainstream offer of 

Manchester city centre or the Trafford 

Centre. The current underperformance of 

Stockport town centre, with high levels of 

vacant units and the ongoing need for 

redevelopment of Merseyway and 

Bridgefield highlight that the current 

trajectory for the centre is unsustainable. 

The town centre needs to provide a 

broader diversity in its retail and 

associated hospitality and leisure offer if it 

is to attract a wider range of visitors, and 

particularly if it is to appeal to the high-

level demographic of Stockport’s resident 

population. 

• There are significant assets located in the 

town centre, including the Market, the 

Underbanks, and a number of heritage 

assets which offer the opportunity to 

develop a more distinctive and impressive 

offer for Stockport if these were better 

developed and capitalised upon.  

• Although Stockport’s transport 

infrastructure and accessibility is an 

obvious strength and attraction, the quality 

of the town centre has important 

implications for the business base. 

Improving the hospitality and leisure offer 

will enhance the attractiveness of 

Stockport as a place to work or visit with 

clients. In particular, the current absence 

of a hotel in the town centre constrains the 

ability of Stockport to host business 

visitors, and as already highlighted above, 

a shortage of quality new office space in 

Stockport town centre limits its ability to 

attract employers, despite competitive 

price differentials with Manchester city 

centre. 

• The town centre is a significant provider of 

a wide variety of employment opportunities 

but has the potential to improve and 

extend this provision, making use of its 

excellent transport links. Experience 

shows that successful town centre 

redevelopment has dual benefits as it 

creates lower-level jobs, in retail and 

leisure, as well as attracting high-value 

businesses into the area. 

• Ultimately, the town centre can do more to 

reflect the overall success of Stockport, 

building on its strengths and ensuring it is 

able to reposition itself as a central 

attraction for businesses or visitors into the 

area.  
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Objective Description  

Objective 4 - 

Improve 

Stockport’s image 

and communicate 

its strengths:  

Despite its many strengths as a business location, Stockport currently has a  relatively low 

profile nationally; with limited recognition of the strong offer it has for businesses, investors 

and skilled residents. This contrasts with the strength of the Manchester and South 

Manchester brands that Stockport is an important constituent part of, and over the coming 

decade Stockport needs to better sell its strengths as a driving force within Greater 

Manchester. 

Priorities  

• Short-term Priority: Provide intelligence about the strength of the Stockport offer to support marketing to 

potential occupiers. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Improve understanding of how best to position Stockport as a 

complementary brand and as part of the wider (South) Manchester offer. This should not be a branding 

exercise but rather produce a more coherent and attractive image to external audiences to maximise 

effectiveness for Stockport and Greater Manchester as a whole. The output should be to agree a consistent 

set of messages, supported by intelligence on key strengths, and communicate these to all parties 

responsible for promoting Stockport (e.g. Marketing and Visit Manchester, MIDAS, property agents, etc.) 

Objectives and Outcomes - Place 
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Objective Description  

Objective 5 - 

Transform 

Stockport town 

centre into the 

prime town centre 

in Greater 

Manchester South:  

The Greater Manchester Large Sites and Town Centres Study highlights that Stockport has 

the attributes to be the strongest performing town centre in Greater Manchester South but 

currently, despite some recent successful investment, it is underperforming in areas of 

retail, office, leisure, hospitality, and residential. The Stockport Town Centre Prospectus 

outlines ten priority projects under five thematic areas that if delivered can return the town 

centre to its position as the main centre in Greater Manchester South complementing the 

primary centres in the conurbation core (Manchester City Centre and the Trafford Centre).  

Priorities  

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Improvements to the Retail Core to enhance the offer to shoppers, workers 

and visitors in the town centre. The prospectus highlights the need for new investment in leisure and 

comparison retail in Merseyway and Bridgefield, and consolidation of the current use mix of convenience 

and car-based retail around Knightsbridge. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Capitalise upon the Market Place and Underbanks to maximise the 

distinctiveness of the town centre by  improving the offer within the ‘undiscovered old town’. The area also 

connects the civic, office, retail and residential areas of the town centre and its historic core. The Prospectus 

highlights that Market Place, St Peter’s Square and St Petersgate, and Underbanks and Lower Hillgate 

all have an important new role to play in delivering high-quality retail, leisure and residential uses that will 

both complement the core retail offer and extend the range of activities available to residents and visitors to 

the town. Whilst the area forms part of the existing food and drink offer within the town centre, it also 

presents an opportunity to provide new high-quality food and drink at St Peter’s Square and the Market 

Place. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Develop the A6 Office Quarter as a new gateway to the town, incorporating 

Station Gateway and the A6 Corridor. This includes the Civic Centre and associated Council/administrative 

functions, the Grand Central Royal Mail Sorting Office sites, Stockport Bus Station and cultural facilities 

including the Central Library, the Art Gallery and the Garrick Theatre. The prospectus highlights that it 

should be the focus for new commercial and hotel development on a range of sites, most notably at Grand 

Central and the Royal Mail Sorting Office. 

• Medium to Long-term Priority: Encourage the trend for infill residential investment around Covent Garden 

Village. This is the most significant residential element of the town centre, the prospectus identifies it as an 

area of major potential that is characterised by a range of vacant and underutilised sites. 

• Medium to Long-term Priority: Develop a Low Carbon Town Centre. The prospectus identifies a number of 

initiatives that should be promoted by the Council over time, both at a local micro level and town centre wide, 

including a shared energy heat network as well as local level initiatives such as photovoltaics. A District Heat 

Network could be feasible and financially viable; and could, as a first phase, link the Civic Complex and 

Grand Central.  

Objectives and Outcomes - Place 
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Objective Description  

Objective 6 - 

Maintain 

Stockport’s diverse 

offer in the form of 

its district centres 

and key 

employment areas:  

One of Stockport’s strengths is the range of its offer to residents and businesses, with a 

number of successful district centres and light industrial employment areas. Whilst there is 

a clear strategic imperative for improving the town centre, this should not be at the expense 

of established centres. The important issue is that any future proposals for large-scale out-

of-town developments are considered robustly in terms of their likely impact upon the town 

centre and other established centres, and development is only permitted where no viable 

alternative options exist and investment would be lost to Greater Manchester. In this way, 

Stockport can maintain and build upon existing spatial strengths over the coming decade. 

Stockport also offers a diverse mix of light industrial areas across the borough that are 

attractive to manufacturing and distribution companies. Many of these areas are a legacy of 

traditional patterns of industrial development and not all are meeting the changing needs of 

modern businesses. Sites close to the motorway and those offering new small/medium-

sized units with flexible industrial/office space are in demand overall however there has 

been limited investment in new premises over recent years. Some sites have access 

issues, multiple ownership of sites makes coordinated planning and investment difficult, 

and there is a lack of space to accommodate very large industrial requirements. These key 

employment areas need to be responsive to changing business needs and expectations; 

build on Stockport’s locational advantages and ensure they are able to compete effectively 

for new occupiers. 

Priorities  

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Maintain positive support for existing district/local centres, and ensure 

linkages to the image and communications priority above. Continue successful programmes, where possible, 

and assist in implementing action plans. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Ensure planning policy continues to support development of existing centres 

and the town centre. 

• Medium-term Priority: Audit Stockport’s ladder of accommodation from incubation through grow-on 

space, to larger units, and identify gaps in the provision needed to support and retain growth businesses in 

the borough. This review should also include assessment of the state and attractiveness of Stockport’s 

main industrial estates. Where gaps in provision are identified, develop actions to fill these gaps as part of 

the redevelopment measures considered elsewhere within this strategy. 

Objectives and Outcomes - Place 
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Objective Description  

Objective 7 - 

Enhance 

connectivity for 

businesses and 

residents within 

Stockport:  

Stockport has a number of major connectivity strengths, including the West Coast Mainline 

(trains to London in less than 2 hours), the M60, proximity to Manchester Airport, and 

investments in superfast broadband. However, the borough also suffers from a poor 

physical environment along its main A6 corridor, congestion and poor interchange between 

the train and bus stations. It would also benefit from improvements to town centre car 

parking and cross-radial public transport links.  Over the coming decade, Stockport needs 

to build upon its strengths and address key weaknesses to cement its role as the most 

connected district in Greater Manchester. 

Priorities  

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Work with development partners to improve the environment 

along and legibility across the A6 corridor as an integral part of the town centre redevelopment. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Work with operators and development partners to improve the car 

parking offer across the town centre – including improved signage and information about parking, 

better  payment facilities, and increased security – as an integral part of the town centre 

redevelopment. A clear priority is the development of a multi-storey car park for Stockport 

Station as part of the wider Grand Central redevelopment. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Ensure an adequate number and frequency of public transport 

services operate cross-radially from Stockport’s residential areas to key employment areas that 

are not well connected by the main linkages into Manchester City Centre. Manchester Airport is a 

key priority in this regard, which is also tied up with the medium-term priority of securing 

investment in the Airport link road to greatly increase connectivity, particularly as Airport City 

comes on-stream. The potential benefits of extending Metrolink into Stockport, improving 

connectivity with cross-radial employment areas such as Manchester Airport should also be 

considered. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Ensure Stockport’s stakeholders work with the New Economy to 

fully develop the proposition for investment in next-generation digital infrastructure (including 

broadband) as part of the wider Greater Manchester project currently seeking to secure very 

significant commercial investment for the conurbation and lever BDUK gap funding for 

underserved/remote areas. Stockport will be a particularly attractive location for commercial 

investment and should be a strong contender for early roll-out of superfast broadband because of 

its strong business and residential base. The borough also has some key remote rural/semirural 

residential areas that will require additional support. The Council itself is also a significant 

purchaser of digital infrastructure services, which can be leveraged as part of the overall 

proposition for investment. 

Objectives and Outcomes - Place 
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5.4 People 

Stockport’s residents are its most important 

asset, with some of the highest skills levels in 

Greater Manchester, resulting in strong levels of 

employment and high earnings. In comparison 

with the Greater Manchester and UK context, 

Stockport has below average proportions of 

residents with no skills, and above average 

proportions of level 3 and 4+ skills. The strength 

of Stockport’s skilled labour force will be 

instrumental in driving growth not only within the 

borough but across the whole of Greater 

Manchester as the economy moves towards 

ever more knowledge-intensive activity, with 

increasingly higher skills requirements. 

However, whilst Stockport has skills levels well 

above the national average, there remain deep-

rooted problems of low skills and worklessness 

within parts of the borough that need to be 

addressed. As the Manchester Independent 

Economic Review (MIER 2009) identified, low 

skills and worklessness result in a significant 

productivity gap for Greater Manchester as a 

whole that constrain its growth in comparison 

with its peer cities elsewhere in the UK and 

overseas.  

With the economy still experiencing only low 

levels of growth, helping workless and deprived 

residents, who have been disproportionally 

affected by the recession, will be a major 

challenge going forward. In the current climate 

of government welfare reforms, support to get 

Stockport’s workless residents into sustained 

employment or into training becomes more 

important than ever.   

 

5.4.1 Strategic Links 

• The Stockport Community Strategy has 

the maintenance of a cohesive community 

as one of its core aims. This includes 

providing everyone with similar life 

opportunities. 

• Stockport’s Adult Education, Skills and 

Employment (AESE) strategy has two key 

priorities. First, to reduce levels of 

worklessness in the borough through 

planning and co-ordinating support for 

employment, skills and adult education 

programmes.  Second, to meet the future 

demand for skills and learning from 

individuals and employers, through 

influencing and supporting the planning 

and delivery of the local adult skills offer. 

• Stockport’s Neighbourhood Renewal 

strategy Objective 6 seeks improved 

economic wellbeing for local people 

through reducing worklessness, engaging 

more people in education and learning, 

providing quality advice, and maximising 

access to financial support services. 

• The Stockport Core Strategy’s aim to 

accommodate economic development is 

mostly concerned with creating the 

infrastructure and built environment to 

support new businesses in Stockport, with 

a view to increasing employment in the 

area.  
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• The Greater Manchester Strategy 

identifies Better Life changes as one of its 

11 priorities. Strategic objectives under 

this priority include improving the 

economic prospects of adults in deprived 

communities through increasing the levels 

of adult skills; increasing access to 

employment opportunities in deprived  

communities, in order to reduce 

worklessness; and intervening during the 

early years in order to break 

intergeneration cycles of deprivation.  

 

5.4.2 Key Challenges/Issues 

• Basic skills and attributes remain an issue 

in certain areas, particularly within the 

Borough for residents of communities 

perceived as deprived. Employers within 

these areas looking to staff entry level jobs 

have reported that many candidates lack 

basic employability, customer service skills 

and a good work ethic.  

• A linked issue is that Stockport’s labour 

market is very competitive, so whilst pre-

employment training has shown itself to be 

successful, priority areas must continue to 

be a focus of this activity.  

• There is a difficulty in linking unemployed 

people with jobs, particularly low skilled 

residents and over 50’s. This is partly due 

to barriers to work but also, where there 

are sectors with vacancies, such as 

personal care and customer contact 

centres, a lack of understanding of the 

nature of the work and the qualifications 

and experience required.   

• There is some evidence of inter-

generational worklessness, which needs to 

be addressed through a focused approach 

in raising aspirations and through the co-

ordinated partnership work of public 

sector, third sector and private sector 

delivery organisations, working together to 

support families and individuals. 

• The Coalition government has recently 

introduced a package of Welfare Reform 

and related measures under Get Britain 

Working that will be rolled out during the 

lifetime of this strategy. This includes 

incapacity benefit assessments, the Work 

Programme, Work Together and Universal 

Credit amongst others. The result is that 

many Stockport residents will no longer be 

eligible for the benefits they currently 

claim, with the potential for a large number 

of these people moving on to Jobseekers 

Allowance, with an expectation that they 

will move into employment. The challenge 

is to ensure that local services align with 

these national changes, and residents in 

priority areas are able to benefit rather 

than be further marginalised.   

• There are employment opportunities 

available throughout Greater Manchester, 

with developments like Manchester Airport 

City and within Manchester City Centre 

offering an increasing number of jobs in a 

convenient location for Stockport 

residents. However, it is crucial that 

Stockport residents know where these 

opportunities are and are able to compete 

in order to access them as easily as 

possible.  

• There are currently a number of local 

initiatives such as supporting Work Clubs, 

Learning and Employment Lounges, 

advice and guidance, pre-recruitment 

support, apprenticeship schemes and local 

labour agreements that need to add value 

rather than duplicate mainstream services 

to ensure support is targeted effectively. 

• For residents to benefit from any future job 

growth the skills offer in Stockport needs 

to be responsive to changing employer 

needs, particularly around skills gaps at all 
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levels. This skills/adult learning offer also 

needs to address the issue of a lack basic 

skills and attributes amongst those 

currently least able to compete in the 

labour market.  
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Objective Description  

Objective 8 - 

Reduce 

worklessness 

within Stockport, 

particularly in 

priority 

neighbourhoods:  

Overall Stockport has low levels of worklessness and reliance on out-of-work benefits in a 

Greater Manchester context, but there remains a particular need to tackle this issue in 

priority neighbourhoods. The current recession has also exacerbated youth unemployment 

across the country; given the broad social impact of lengthy periods of youth 

unemployment, addressing is a key priority. Over the coming decade, Stockport should aim 

to reduce overall levels of worklessness, minimise youth unemployment and reduce the 

proportion of residents claiming out-of-work benefits whilst ensuring Stockport’s priority 

neighbourhoods also follow this trend.  

Priorities  

• Short-term Priority: Ensure local services align with emerging welfare reform structures to make sure 

that residents in priority areas are able to access available support.  

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Make better connections between local job creation opportunities and 

areas of high unemployment. Specific actions could include developing local labour agreements, 

supporting pre-recruitment training, and activities such as job fairs and promoting apprenticeships. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Ensure that Stockport residents of all ages have the information and 

guidance to understand what is required to access all the employment opportunities that are available 

to them. AESE Partnership and Stockport Economic Alliance need to provide more employment information 

on local jobs to Stockport’s workless residents.  

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Support residents to recognise the benefits of skills training and learning 

as a mechanism for addressing worklessness. 

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Address non-skill related barriers to work, by ensuring employment is 

encouraged as a realistic route out of poverty and towards improved health and living standards. This will 

include, for example, specific actions around affordable childcare, public health and healthy lifestyle 

interventions, substance misusers, and complex families with intergenerational worklessness (e.g. the Act 

Family pilot initiative). 

Objectives and Outcomes - People 
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Objective Description  

Objective 9 - 

Increase skills 

across all levels in 

Stockport, 

including amongst 

adult learners and 

those already in 

employment:  

Overall Stockport has a strong skills base in comparison with the Greater Manchester and 

UK context. Nevertheless, there remains an on-going imperative to increase skills levels in 

response to changing economic requirements, and particularly to better match individual 

skills to employer needs. Allied to this, there is rapid change in employment & skills support 

provision, which offers an opportunity to simplify the offer to businesses, who want a single 

point of contact for skills. Whilst the overall outcome is to increase skills at all levels,  there 

are particular needs to reduce the proportion of residents with no qualifications, particularly 

in priority areas, and increase the proportion with level 3 or higher qualifications, since this 

has been found to deliver a significant improvement in life chances. 

Priorities  

• Short to Medium-term Priority: Continue to deliver successful programmes aimed at improving basic 

skills and employability, particularly within priority areas. 

• Medium-term Priority: Ensure education and training provision evolves to meet the changing skills 

needs of employers. The partners also need to ensure provision is moving learners progressively up the 

skills ladder, particularly onto level 3 and higher skills. 

• Medium-term Priority: Foster engagement between the AESE Partnership and Stockport Economic Alliance 

to encourage employment best practice among Stockport businesses. It is important that businesses in 

Stockport make an effort to engage with prospective employees in the borough and to develop their existing 

staff. Through offering training and other development opportunities for staff businesses will help to raise 

their productivity and increase the skill levels of Stockport’s residents.   

Objectives and Outcomes - People 
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6.1 Stockport’s Economic Development 

Strategy is the guiding document for 

Stockport Economic Alliance and its 

partners, including Stockport Council, the 

AESE Partnership, and local businesses. 

The Council will work with partners to 

deliver strategic priorities, and will look to 

the private sector to leverage funding and 

investment into the borough. Key 

partners from across Greater Manchester 

include MIDAS, Marketing Manchester, 

Transport for Greater Manchester, 

Manchester Solutions, GM Chamber of 

Commerce and New Economy 

Manchester. The Stockport business 

community, which is represented by the 

Economic Alliance, will be a crucial 

partner in achieving the goals set out in 

the strategy, with the Council taking an 

enabling role that allows the private 

sector to deliver jobs and growth.  

6.2 The Economic Development Strategy 

recognises the strengths of the borough, 

with its highly skilled residents, good 

quality housing and large, successful 

business base. At the same time it 

highlights the challenges that face the 

borough in terms of the need to improve 

the town centre, create more high growth 

businesses and deal with issues of 

worklessness and low level skills. 

Through focusing on the three key areas 

of Business, People and Place, the 

strategy lays out the main priorities for 

the borough in order to ensure prosperity 

in the future.  

6.3 The strategic priorities identified here will 

be delivered through the two-year action 

plan appended to this strategy. The 

action plan identifies the detailed 

interventions  required to ensure 

Stockport achieves the objectives set out 

under the Business, People and Place 

Sections of the strategy.  

6.4 Both the strategy and the action plan will 

be reviewed periodically in order to 

ensure that they remain relevant to the 

economic, political and social issues 

facing Stockport.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further information regarding the 

implementation of this strategy and action plan 

contact:  

Economic Development Team 

Economic Development and Regeneration 

Programmes 

Stockport Council 

Services to Place 

Town Hall 

Edward Street 

Stockport 

SK1 3XE 

 

Email: econdev@stockport.gov.uk  

Tel: 0161 474 3737 

6. Looking Ahead 
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